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Mission Seeking Adventure Athlete Grant Applicants

Grants assist cancer survivors ages 12 – 30 with demonstrated need.

FAIRFIELD, CT, September 28, 2020 – Mission announces the opening of the Adventure Project Grant application for cancer survivors ages 12 – 30. Grants will provide access to exercise, nutrition and mind-body programs to assist young survivors on their journey through and past cancer.

Established in 2017, the Adventure Project has provided numerous athletes with the fitness and wellness resources they need to build strength and resilience to pursue their dreams. Whether returning to competitive sports or starting their first fitness experience, cost to participate shouldn’t be an obstacle for brave young cancer survivors. It is Mission’s goal to distribute meaningful grants that will make a difference in the pursuit of physical fitness and sport.

“The impact of cancer and its treatment can be especially difficult for the young. While survival rates have vastly improved, the physical and emotional toll is great. Watching the Adventure Athletes build strength and confidence through exercise and nutrition makes this one of the most rewarding programs offered by Mission,” says Mission Founder and CEO, Jeff Keith.

The Mission Adventure Athlete Grant program is highly competitive and not every applicant will receive funding. Several factors will be considered including cancer diagnosis, household income, motivation, and quality of application.

Applications will be accepted between October 1, 2020 and December 31, 2020 with award notification released in February 2021. The application and additional information are available at https://yourmission.org and click on the tab “Adventure Project”.

To sponsor an Adventure Athlete, please contact Laura Equale, Program Director, Mission at: Laura@yourmission.org